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Cutting-edge basic science often leads to new technologies and vice versa. One 

recent example of such good relation between science and technology is “smart material”. 
This material has sensor and actuator functions so that they can act by themselves under 
a change of external fields. Oldest smart material is “piezo ceramic” which can change 
shape by external voltage. It has been widely used for a long time as high-voltage source, 
fine positioner and so on. Today, many researchers in material science seek for new smart 
materials having functions required by technology side. In this session, we will see the 
wonderful new or future smart materials created by the collaboration between science 
and technology. 
     The supplementation of electrical equipments to mechanical systems leads to so 
called mechatronic systems: Its semantic definition (mechatronics = mechanics + 
electronics) closely follows the development step from passive to actively controlled 
systems. In order to improve the functionality of mechanical structures, e.g. of 
automobiles by active reduction of disturbing vehicle vibrations or noise, three types of 
electronic aggregates are supplemented to solely passive mechanic structures: 
• sensors, that measure forces or kinetic quantities, 
• control units, that calculates optimal driving for actuators, and 
• actuators, that react against the disturbing forces or reduce the kinetic quantities. 
The success of such mechatronic systems can be emerged not only from automobile 
industries, but also from aerospace industries, robotics, medicine technologies and many 
other technology areas. In order to reduce the volume, the weight and the energy 
consumption it is required to follow the way of the new technology of smart materials. 
Smart or functional materials are structurally integrated into so called adaptronic 
systems. They serve as sensors and actuators in a multifunctional sense because they 
still have load carrying capabilities. Recent developments in adaptronics are very 
promising even the actuator power supplies, the sensor conditioners and the controller 
units are still external aggregats. The synergetic combination of innovative key 
technologies leads to the generation of a new class of smart material systems. New 
fabrication methods based on self-organizing effects are proposed to meet required 
nanoscaled geometries. Furthermore the session will include the outlook to future 
nanoscaled sensor-actuator systems as fully adaptive systems for technical applications. 


